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 GARRISON DIVERSION CONSERVANCY DISTRICT 

 

 RED RIVER VALLEY COMMITTEE 

 

Holiday Inn 

Fargo, North Dakota 

December 14, 2018 

 

 
A meeting of the Red River Valley Committee of the Garrison Diversion Conservancy District 
was held on December 14, 2018, at the Holiday Inn, Fargo, North Dakota. The meeting was 
called to order by Chairman Anderson at 12 p.m. 

 

DIRECTORS PRESENT 
 
Chairman Jay Anderson 
Director Greg Bischoff 
Director Roger Fenstad 
Director Geneva Kaiser 
Director Ken Vein 
Secretary Duane DeKrey 
 

DIRECTORS ABSENT  
 
Board Chairman Ken Royse 

 

OTHERS PRESENT 

 
Steve Metzger, Director, Foster County, Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, Carrington, 

North Dakota 
Kip Kovar, District Engineer, Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, Carrington, North Dakota 
Merri Mooridian, Administrative Officer, Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, Carrington, 

North Dakota 
Kimberly Cook, Communications Director, Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, Carrington, 

North Dakota 
Lisa Schafer, Executive Assistant, Garrison Diversion Conservancy District, Carrington, North     

 Dakota 
Tami Norgard, Vogel Law Firm, Fargo, North Dakota 
 
The meeting was recorded to assist with compilation of the minutes.  
 

READING OF THE MINUTES  
 

Motion by Director  Bischoff to dispense with a reading of the October 12, 2018, Red River 

Valley Committee minutes and approve them as distributed. Second by Director Fenstad. 

Upon voice vote, motion carried. 



18-22 

 

RED RIVER VALLEY WATER SUPPLY PROJECT (RRVWSP) UPDATE 
 
The committee reviewed the items covered during the Lake Agassiz Water Authority (LAWA) 
Board meeting that was held prior to this meeting today. Topics discussed were McClusky Canal 
Water Source, Land Acquisition and the Value Engineering Study.  
 

Value Engineering Study Report 

 
Kip Kovar, District Engineer, Garrison Diversion, stated that various engineering-type 
alternatives were recommended for consideration as a result of the Value Engineering Study 
that was recently completed on the Red River Valley Water Supply Project (RRVWSP). The 
Design Team reviewed each of the alternatives and provided comments and responses on 
whether or not to implement the recommendations into final design. A copy of the Design 
Team’s comments and responses are attached to these minutes as Annex I.  

 
Mr. Kovar reported the LAWA Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) met on November 15 to 
review each of the alternatives. There were no disagreements with the Design Team’s 
comments and responses at that time. The TAC provided its report to the LAWA Board today 
recommending approval of the Design Team’s recommendations on the Value Engineering 
Study analysis. 
 

Motion by Director Fenstad to recommend approval of the Design Team’s 

recommendations on the RRVWSP Value Engineering Study analysis to the full board. 

Second by Director Vein. Upon roll call vote, the following directors voted aye: Anderson, 

Bischoff, Fenstad, Kaiser and Vein. Those voting nay: none. Absent and not voting: 

Royse. Motion carried.  

 

Work Plan Update  
 
The RRVWSP Work Plan Update dated December 3, 2018, is provided for the committee’s 
information.  

 

OTHER  
 
There being no further business to come before the committee, the meeting was adjourned at  
12:30 p.m. 
  
 
 

(SEAL) 
 
 
 
                                                                        
Jay Anderson, Chairman     Duane DeKrey, Secretary 
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No. Title Savings Performance / Risk Technical or Policy

P-1
Allow the use of alternate pipe 

material in lieu of steel
Varies Risk Reduced, Improved (M) Policy

Owner needs to consider if they will 

consider multiple pipe materials in 

project.

Steel pipe, prestressed concrete cylinder pipe (PCCP), and bar wrapped concrete cylinder pipe (bar-wrapped pipe) were suggested by the VE 

Team as suitable pipe material for installation on Red River. Currently, the design is to weld and provide fully restrained joints on steel pipe 

from beginning to end for the 167-mile pipeline. Joint leakage is a non factor with welded joints. If PCCP or bar-wrapped pipe are allowed as 

alternates, potential joint leakage would become an issue as these pipe types normally utilize rubber gasket joints. PCCP and bar-wrapped 

concrete pipe joints could be welded as well, but this is not a typical approach. Additionally, it should be noted that there are more joints for 

concrete pipe options when compared to steel pipe due to shorter joint lengths, largely due to the difference in pipe unit weight - concrete 

pipe unit weight is much heavier than steel pipe. There is little experience with bar-wrapped pipe in the 72" size range, which was noted by 

the VE Team so this should be factored into a decision on pipe material. There are many bar-wrapped pipeline projects through 54" diameter, 

but few in the 72" range. Most of the larger bar-wrapped pipeline projects are in the Texas vicinity where manufacturers are within 500 miles 

of the factory. Another factor to consider with concrete pipe is the size increase for trenchless crossings that would be necessary if either type 

of concrete pipe is installed. The wall thickness of each is significantly more than that of steel pipe; trenchless crossing size would increase 

from 84" to a 96" inside minimum diameter. One addition to note is a second design would be necessary if concrete is bid along side steel 

pipe. The additional design effort would be focused in the detail drawings with negligible impact to plan and profile drawings.

Do not implement. Stay with 

steel pipe as the preferred 

pipeline material.

P-2
Optimize the diameter of 

pipeline in select segments
$732,000 No change Technical

Fine tuning of the pipe size (i.e. reducing size by a few inches) could make re-routes of the pipeline problematic and could preclude other 

alignment changes that would slightly increase the necessary hydraulic grade line. Increases to flows will be limited by pipe size optimization if 

that is found to be necessary by StateMod modeling finalization and final end user commitments.

Do not implement as it would 

limit flexibility of adapting to 

alignment changes during 

design.

P-3

Provide intermediate pressure 

reducing facility without 

storage

$22.5M Reduced (M) Policy

Idea has technical/cost merit but has 

already been considered and rejected 

by TAC

The solution put forward by the VE Team does not provide the same level of protection against pipeline over pressurization as was proposed 

by the design team. The VE Team eliminated the break tank at the intermediate PRV facility and is relying on multiple valves to ensure that 

there is not over pressurization of the pipeline. While there is some additional cost savings above what the design team previously presented 

to the TAC, it is not a fail-safe approach. If the TAC believes this should be investigated further, there is another option envisioned by the 

design team that may further reduce CAPEX and provide a guarantee against over pressurization that could be investigated (i.e. splitting 

storage between the HBT and the PRV sites).

Do not implement without 

storage at intermediate site. 

Must have hydraulic 

discontinuity to ensure 

downstream pipeline is not 

over pressurized.

P-4

Connect McClusky Canal to 

Sheyenne River in lieu of 

pipeline

Comment Policy

Do not implement. Federal 

permitting nexus would be 

triggered.

H-1

Reconsider water storage 

tanks methodology at the 

Hydraulic Break Tanks

$10M to ($3M) Improved (O, M) Technical

The hydraulic break tanks (HBT) serve multiple functions under varying flow conditions and flow control in a pumped system. First, during a 

high flow scenario, the pumped flow hydraulic grade line (HGL) remains above the intermediate high point and the sole function of the HBT is 

a break point in the HGL between the pipeline profile HGL and the CVS pressure control facility. This allows the pumped flow to reach a point 

in the pipeline system which is controlled by water surface elevation in the HBTs. In the event of power failure, the system reacts with the 

HBTs keeping the pipeline full of water allowing the transient pressures to dissipate both the pump station hydro-pneumatic tanks and the 

HBTs. Downstream of the HBTs the sleeves valves close on power failure and minimize flow from the HBTs, while maintaining a full pipeline 

between the HBTs and the CVS. Should the CVS lose power and pumps are running, the level would rise in the HBTs and the pumps at the 

Main Pumping Station would shut down on high level. Secondly, during low flow the HGL between the pump station and HBT is lower, so the 

intermediate high point becomes problematic and the use of a control valve is required to maintain the HGL above the intermediate high 

point during power failure. The HBTs operated essentially the same as during high flow. 

Alternatives to ground tanks considered by the VE Team included: 

1. Eliminate HBTs and use "bank-of-pressure-reducing-valves", this is the lowest capital cost option, higher maintenance than proposed 

prestressed tanks; however, the system is now relying on mechanical means solely, this alternative also introduces larger vacuum relief 

valves, extend period to refill, and a rigorous O&M program to implement.  

2. At-Grade Open Reservoir -  lower capital cost than prestressed tank; at current location at-grade open reservoir will not meet HGL 

requirements, additional land required, potential complication to permit strategy, loss of water due to evaporation, freeze protection 

required, and increase downstream pipe diameter for some distance.  

3. Linear Storage - VE Team projected a potential savings of ~$1M, current location doesn't support HGL requirements; sizeable land area 

required; ~ 9-miles of 72-inch pipe required to store 10MG, and increase downstream pipe diameter for some distance for vacuum.  

4. Elevated Storage - VE Team claims elimination of inlet control valve therefore simplest operation: Higher cost than prestressed tanks; at 

current location elevated tanks will not meet HGL requirements; 3 to 4 elevated tanks would be required to meet 10MG requirements; 

recirculation system for riser pipe required to prevent freezing. Design team will discuss these alternatives with the TAC.

Do not implement. Continue 

forward with the use of ground 

tanks for the HBTs.

SUMMARY OF VE ALTERNATIVES AND DESIGN COMMENTS AND DESIGN TEAM RESPONSES

Garrison 

Diversion 

Classification

LAWA TAC 

Approved 

Disposition

Policy Response Technical Team Response 
Alternative VE Team Analysis

Pipeline and Material Cost Control Alternatives

Hydraulics, HBT, and Controls
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No. Title Savings Performance / Risk Technical or Policy

SUMMARY OF VE ALTERNATIVES AND DESIGN COMMENTS AND DESIGN TEAM RESPONSES

Garrison 

Diversion 

Classification

LAWA TAC 

Approved 

Disposition

Policy Response Technical Team Response 
Alternative VE Team Analysis

H-2 

Relocate treatment facility and 

main pump station to 

intermediate high point

$2M Improved (O, M) Technical

In the preliminary hydraulic task order, we evaluated three potential sites for the water treatment plant: south of Washburn approximately 2 

miles east of the intake, Intermediate site where the McClusky Canal flow would join the pipeline (±23 miles east of intake), and at the 

Continental Divide.  All three options assumed that any water that could cross the divide would have to be treated.  

The initial findings were:

• Washburn Site:  Good paved road access (<2 miles of gravel), within 10 miles from Washburn for staff to live, good access to power, rail was 

feasible, would require full flow WTP;

• Intermediate Site (appears to be VE Option #2): Poor paved road access (>15 miles of gravel roads), ±21 miles from McClusky for staff to 

live, highest off-site power costs, rail was feasible, would require full flow WTP;

• CND Split: Good road access (less than 3 mile of gravel roads), within 15 miles from Carrington for staff to live, rail was feasible, would 

require the smallest size WTP, would require an additional Booster Pump Station to transport flows on to the Sheyenne River.

The actual system high point (VE Option #1) is approximately 4.2 miles east of the Intermediate Site previously evaluated.  This high point site 

would be expected to have similar if not higher development costs for rail service and electrical service (which was previously estimated at 

$18.65M for the intermediate site based on discussions with the utility – appears these costs did not make it into the WTP TM though).  

Paved road access for staff would still be poor and further away from McClusky.

The VE statement about AAWA flange ratings in not entirely accurate. AWWA flange ratings of a Class E and  F type flange is 275 - 300 psi 

working pressure with transient  allowed up to 720 psi. ANSI flanges are available and may not be typical, but are common in higher pressure 

applications. At the pump station, ANSI class 300 flanges will be required, AWWA 150 psi valves will be used at the break tanks.

Final location of the Biota WTP 

should not be set until after 

permits for a 165-cfs McClusky 

Canal source have been 

secured/rejected.

H-3
Pump Station Design 

Comments
Comment Technical

VFDs are necessary with the operational control envisioned in the PDR. The use of smaller pumps will increase building footprint and change 

wet well configuration so this would need to be considered closely before adopting or conducting physical modeling. Powering MRIPS from 

MPS has been proposed by the design team. On-site power generation is being included in MRIPS design and it is also envisioned for the Biota 

WTP/MPS and the CVS sites.

Design team will keep these 

comments in mind as final 

design of various facilities 

advances.

A-1
Revise appurtenance spacing 

and access requirements
($1.9M) Improved (M, LRI) Technical The design team approach was based on judgment and optimization of cover depth versus number of appurtenances, but also spacing for 

pipeline protection and location relative to  ancillary appurtenances such as fiber optic pull boxes. The design team agrees that location of 

appurtenances should continue to be refined during final design of each section as to number and location of appurtenances.

Continue to consider as design 

is finalized on the first 28 miles 

and also Implement in future 

designs moving forward.

A-2
Reconsider location and 

number of isolation valves
$387,000 Improved (LRI, M) Technical

It was proposed by the VE Team that the main-line valve at Station 5550+00 be eliminated. This valve is provided to assist in initial draining of 

the pipeline at a higher elevation than the valve at James River so as to reduce the pressure and flow rate for subsequent draining at the 

James River. Were this valve to be eliminated, the pressure and flow rate at the James River would be so high as to potentially require 

installation of a control valve pressure reduction and thus eliminate any savings. 

Do not implement

A-3
Reduce depth of cover over 

pipeline
$13.1 M Improved (LRI, TCI) Policy

Idea has technical/cost merit but has 

already been considered and rejected 

by TAC

As noted, the design team evaluated this during the 60% design and the TAC opted for 7 ft minimum cover on the Contract 5 pipeline. 

Discussions with pipe manufacturers and northern utilities indicated there was little to no experience with major pipelines installed at less 

than design frost depth. There is a risk of cement mortar lining damage from icing particularly at low flow rates, which will be the normal flow 

in the pipeline for the foreseeable future. Another factor affecting depth of cover is spacing of appurtenances, which in part is governed by 

keeping such structures at the edge of agricultural fields (noted in response to alternative  A-1 above). The design team will work to further 

optimize locations and thus minimize depth of cover. Another advantage of the 7-ft minimum cover is the ability of crossing utilities to go 

over the pipeline rather than have all being installed below.

Do not implement; stay with 

min 7 ft cover on the first 28 

miles. Re-evaluate after bids 

are received for first section as 

to implementation on 

subsequent pipeline sections as 

previously directed by the TAC.

A-4
Reduce height of embedment 

over pipe
$31M Improved (LRI, TCI), Risk Increased Technical

Since transmittal of the 60% deliverable, the design team has been reviewing the standard trench section to optimize the type of embedment 

material by addressing migration of fines and to generally avoid a geotechnical fabric enclosure of the pipe bedding envelope. It appears that 

a modified NDDOT aggregate is available to avoid the need for the fabric in most areas. Thus, the design team agrees that imported 

embedment material can be reduced to the 0.7 D level suggested. We do anticipate the use of trench boxes and are cognizant of the need to 

have sufficient material for side support to maintain a good pipe embedment. We will examine the overall trench width in combination with 

the embedment material selected and the need or lack there of for a geotechnical fabric.

Implement pipe bedding 

recommendation; final trench 

width to be determined by the 

TAC upon recommendation of 

the design team considering  

geotechnical criteria.

Pipeline Appurtenances, Maintenance, and Protection
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No. Title Savings Performance / Risk Technical or Policy

SUMMARY OF VE ALTERNATIVES AND DESIGN COMMENTS AND DESIGN TEAM RESPONSES

Garrison 

Diversion 

Classification

LAWA TAC 

Approved 

Disposition

Policy Response Technical Team Response 
Alternative VE Team Analysis

A-5
Use butterfly valves in lieu of 

gate valves
Comment Technical

The design team has considered both gate valves and butterfly valves as mainline isolation valves. It is the design team's opinion that gate 

valves are more commonly used in North Dakota as they are more reliable. The design team is concerned about a BFV's ability to seal properly 

and prevent leakage across the valve.

Do not implement

A-6
Install sacrificial valve at blow 

offs in lieu of orifice plate
Comment Technical

The design team considers both orifice plates and sacrificial valves necessary for the major blow-off application. The orifice plate provides a 

permanent flow control devise; the isolation BFV will experience cavitation due to the high head upon initial valve opening so it is considered 

to be sacrificial and would need to be replaced after extended service. 

Do not implement

A-7

Relocate blow off outlet to the 

bottom of the transmission 

line

Comment Technical

The design team has direct project experience where tangential outlets have failed. Identifying tangential failure can be cumbersome as the 

tangential elbow is below the pipe and the valve and piping are quite deep. The design team recommends blow-off piping remain on top of 

access manway flange. The current blow-off assembly is combined within the access manway vault. Any potential problem with blow-off 

piping can quickly be identified within the manway access vault. Blow-off piping outside of manway vault is 8-ft + shallower than equivalent 

tangential piping runs.

Do not implement

A-8

Use alternative foundation 

methodology in lieu of over-

excavate and compacted fill

Comment Technical This comment is not necessarily pertinent to the pipeline but rather to excavation at structures. For the pipeline, any unsuitable foundation 

soils will be either over excavated and replaced with suitable granular material or strengthened through the use of geotechnical fabric.

Implement on a case-by-case 

basis for facilities.

A-9
Specify spring assist for air 

valve below 10 psi
Comment Technical

The design team will follow up with valve manufacturers during specification development to get this feature specified for the air valves.

Implement

A-10

Install rupture disks and 

release valves in pump station 

to avoid over-pressurizing pipe

Comment Technical

The design team did not see a discussion of this topic in VE Report as to where these discs would be  placed. Nonetheless, in our opinion, 

rupture discs are a less-than-desirable way protect the pipeline from over pressurization. A system design using rupture discs must account 

for flow containment or conveyance to a drainage course. Following rupture, repair of the discs is required. The pipeline would then have to 

undergo a time-consuming initial filling process, because it would have been drained through the rupture disc, before the transmission system 

could be started and the conveyance and treatment system returned to full capacity. 

Do not implement

A-11
Self-perform the air valve and 

blow off  valve installation
Comment Technical

The current plan is to have this work performed under a "commissioning" contract once all phases of the pipeline are completed. Certainly, 

Garrison Diversion may choose to participate in and or self-perform activities such as these for staff familiarity. Confer with Garrison 

Diversion as program is being completed and commissioning contract is being developed to define what work will be done by a contractor and 

what work elements would be assigned to Garrison Diversion.

Consider this for 

implementation as the 

commissioning contract is 

developed.

T-1

Reduce diameter of carrier 

pipe and casing pipe at 

trenchless crossings

Varies Risk Reduced Technical

A reduction in diameter of the carrier pipe at some trenchless crossings would require a hydraulics evaluation of its impact. For the smaller 

diameter suggested, different trenchless construction methodologies could be used, but their application to variable glacial geology should be 

carefully considered. Workspace limitations, cobbles and boulders, and technology without a long history does not appear promising. For 

example, auger boring does not handle cobbles and boulders well and directional drilling steel pipe requires an enlarged working area due to 

the limited bending radius of steel pipe. The direct pipe method has only been used in the U.S. since 2011; it requires a minimum one-inch 

thick steel pipe wall, and there are few experienced contractors for the work. The contractor would also have to closely control the pipe yard 

to make sure the correct sized pipe was installed in the appropriate location.

Do not implement

T-2
Consider alternative trenchless 

construction methodologies
Varies Improved (LRI, TCI) Risk Reduced Technical

The suggested additional trenchless technologies of pipe ramming and shield tunneling are viable methods depending on the application. Pipe 

ramming is generally not suitable for use in rock or soils with large boulders or where groundwater is present. With a pneumatic hammer it is 

possible to break obstacles such as cobbles and boulders. Nested cobbles and large boulders would be difficult to penetrate. Because the 

alignment is controlled by the drive equipment guide rail system, the method is not steerable. Consequently, installation accuracy can vary 

widely. Shield tunneling is typically used in a wide range of soil materials, but generally is used above the groundwater table or in firm ground 

under low heads. It can be equipped with flood doors for use in limited amounts of running ground to stabilize the heading. The soil gradation 

of the water bearing soils could dictate its appropriateness. The variable density of the water bearing granular soils and the high ground water 

table should be considered with the use of this method. This consideration will be dependent on the closest soil borings to the trenchless 

crossing. Different trenchless technologies will be considered as documents are being finalized based upon the Geotechnical Baseline Report.

Tunneling approaches deemed 

feasible are MTBM and 

jack/bore methods based on 

geology and groundwater. 

Other techniques are 

problematic and likely not 

practical. 

Trenchless Construction Alternatives
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No. Title Savings Performance / Risk Technical or Policy

SUMMARY OF VE ALTERNATIVES AND DESIGN COMMENTS AND DESIGN TEAM RESPONSES

Garrison 

Diversion 

Classification

LAWA TAC 

Approved 

Disposition

Policy Response Technical Team Response 
Alternative VE Team Analysis

T-3

Combine trenchless 

construction contract with 

pipe installation 

$1.6M Risk Reduced Policy

Being considered as part of revised 

pipeline construction demonstration 

project.
The alternative suggests combining the trenchless crossing construction with the pipeline construction into one construction package. The 

project has been planned with a separate construction package of trenchless crossings for only the first pipeline segment. This approach was 

taken to meet project-defined scheduling criteria and have an “early-out” construction package. Depending on overall project scheduling, it is 

feasible to have the pipeline and trenchless crossings combined in subsequent pipeline construction packages.

Implement this VE suggested 

approach for subsequent 

pipeline contracts to reduce 

risk by having one firm 

responsible for work. 

Prequalify tunneling subs and 

general contractors as well. 

Satisfy HB 1020 as it relates to 

early-out construction projects.

T-4
Combine locations of multiple 

short trenchless crossings
Comment Technical

Although it may be possible to combine locations of multiple short trenchless crossings, the application is only appropriate where the specific 

site location will support this design enhancement. If there is an opportunity where this makes sense economically, it will be implemented.

Implement where economics 

indicates tunneling would be 

less expensive (i.e. open-cut 

pipe length is greater the 4:1 

relative to tunneled crossings).

T-5

Increase depth of trenchless 

construction in wetlands and 

other sensitive areas

Comment Technical

The horizontal alignment of trenchless construction depends on several factors including the pipeline hydraulics, pipe slope, site geology, 

groundwater, and topography. Increasing the depth of construction for the trenchless crossing also includes deeper shafts for the trenchless 

crossing and deeper open cut depths on both sides of the crossing. To allow the contractor an extended period to complete the construction 

in effect is to lose some control of the project schedule. The depth of trenchless construction and schedule of completion are important 

design considerations and will be determined by considering the relevant factors.

Do not implement. This 

approach adds cost due to 

deeper shafts and the design 

team is of the opinion that 

blowouts at the depths 

proposed in the current design 

are unlikely.

T-6

Schedule trenchless 

construction below wetlands 

during winter months

Comment Technical The construction schedule in North Dakota for trenchless construction depends on several factors including construction material availability, 

site access, and weather. Scheduling trenchless crossing construction can depend on the weather including rainfall, freeze/thaw cycles, and 

wind. While personnel safety and site access will be considered, the scheduling of trenchless construction is an important design 

consideration and will be determined by considering the relevant factors.

Do not implement. However, 

establish schedules so as not to 

preclude contractors working 

over the winter months if they 

deem it is in their best interest.

T-7
Utilize longer trenchless runs 

to accommodate construction
Comment Technical

Although it may be possible to utilize longer trenchless runs, the application is only appropriate where the specific site location will support 

this design enhancement. If there is an opportunity where this makes economic sense, it will be considered.

Implement where economics 

indicate tunneling would be 

less expensive (i.e. open-cut 

pipe length is greater the 4:1 

relative to tunneled crossings).

CP-1
Use galvanic anodes in lieu of 

impressed current
$1.4M Improved (M) Technical

The design team has reviewed the initial cost estimate provided in the VE report along with other documentation and believes an error in the 

spreadsheet made galvanic anodes appear more favorable. Galvanic anodes were previously assessed in 2010 by the design team for the 

entire pipeline and again in 2017 for the Contract 5 alignment. An impressed current system was determined to be the lowest risk and best 

value option in both assessments. Comments on the VE study information are found below:

1. The anode centralizer cost is incorrect shown in the VE estimate is incorrect. This results in a $771k discrepancy in estimated savings for the 

167-mile pipeline.

2. It appears the VE estimate neglected the cost of anode header cables.

3. After accounting for these adjustments, there are no up front cost savings for a galvanic anode system. A galvanic anode system would 

actually cost $605k more for the 167-mile pipeline than the galvanic anode system.

4. A long pipeline typically passes through areas of high soil resistivity making galvanic anodes less practical for large diameter pipelines in 

certain areas. The RRVWSP alignment has several such high resistivity areas in contract 5 and other areas are expected along the alignment 

for the rest of the pipeline. Therefore, pipeline corrosion protection using galvanic anodes is not recommended. 

Do not implement

Corrosion Protection
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No. Title Savings Performance / Risk Technical or Policy

SUMMARY OF VE ALTERNATIVES AND DESIGN COMMENTS AND DESIGN TEAM RESPONSES

Garrison 

Diversion 

Classification

LAWA TAC 

Approved 

Disposition

Policy Response Technical Team Response 
Alternative VE Team Analysis

CP-2

Specify the use on nonmetallic 

casing pipe in trenchless 

crossings

Comment Technical

This idea has been considered and discussed with the design team and is not possible to incorporate into the Red River Valley Supply Project 

for the following reasons:

1. Non-metallic casings are not compatible with typical methods of construction proposed for trenchless crossings. Steel pipe generally 

requires 1" wall thickness minimum to withstand jacking operations involved in methods of construction. Fiberglass and other plastic pipes 

would not stand up to the jacking forces required for methods of construction discussed. Reinforced concrete pipe is not typically used 

because of cost, handling, and constructability (i.e. requires thicker wall so pipe OD has to be larger). The steel reinforcement in the concrete 

pipe is still a metallic component of the pipe.

2. Non-metallic casings may not be compatible with cathodic protection of the carrier pipe. Non-compatible casing materials would create the 

need for additional corrosion protection inside the casing. Additional corrosion protection methods include linear anode systems inside the 

non-metallic casing and casing fillers. Linear anode replacement at the end of the design life (20 years or less) also poses a significant 

obstacle. Fiberglass and plastic casing pipe are not compatible with cathodic protection and would require alternative corrosion protection 

inside the casing whereas reinforced concrete casing pipe is compatible with cathodic protection as long as reinforcement is not exposed and 

in contact with the carrier pipe.

Do not implement

C-1
Use multi-way micro duct 

conduit for fiber
Comment Technical

The 4" conduit in the design provides the flexibility to use the multi-way micro duct conduit as suggested. At this time the design team is just 

including the buried infrastructure with the pipeline to support the full fiber optic communications design to be done separately. The micro 

duct approach would be very beneficial for the final fiber optic design.

Implement

C-2

Install fiber along roadways 

instead of along pipeline 

alignment

Comment Technical

Where the pipeline easement is adjacent to road right-of-way and no additional easement would be necessary, the FO infrastructure should 

be installed as close as possible to the roadway (i.e. at the property line) rather than in the pipe trench. In all other areas, the FO 

infrastructure will be installed with the pipeline.

Implement where no additional 

right of way is required.

C-3
Use wireless technology for 

communication in lieu of fiber
Comment Technical

Other technologies were considered prior to 2010, including cellular, spread-spectrum radio, microwave, and fiber optic cable among others. 

Each have there benefits and drawbacks, but reliability concerns favored hard-wired buried infrastructure as being the most reliable even 

though CAPEX was higher.

Do not implement

L-1

Specify a professional soil 

classifier in lieu of a local 

agronomist

Comment Technical

There are 31 individuals listed in the 2018 Roster by the North Dakota Board of Professional Soil Classifiers (PSC); 18 of those have ND 

addresses. An item to consider is the very limited resource pool of qualified individuals. If the PSC is a subcontractor to Garrison Diversion or 

engineer, the possibility of delay claims will be introduced if the contracted individual is unable to respond promptly during construction. 

Therefore, it is recommended that the PSC be under subcontract to the pipeline contractor. It would be in Garrison Diversions interest to hire 

an independent PSC to conduct periodic quality control/quality assurance checks of the contractor's PSC. The design team should work with 

the NDSU Soil Science Department, Research Center, and the Ag Department to develop a plan to classify soils and develop the final 

restoration plan (see also Comment L-6).

Implement

L-2
Dispose unacceptable soils on 

site in lieu of hauling offsite
Comment Policy

While it would save money, 

landowners will mostly be unwilling to 

accept hundreds of cubic yards of 

spoils 

Many landowners will find this option objectionable and there is a possibility that even agreeable landowners might want the unsuitable fill 

placed in low areas thus triggering 404, “swamp buster”, or other NEXUS issues. Offsite disposal under the control of the contractor is lowest 

risk to Garrison Diversion.

Do not implement

L-3 Allow crown over pipeline Comment Technical

This option is highly dependent upon the field drainage patterns. In some instances, the crown will act as a small dam and actually pond 

additional water potentially causing crop damage. In some fields, crowning will work fine. Soybean farmers do not like this approach as they 

want flat fields to avoid pod loss during harvest. The benefit of crowning is less settlement to address in the following years and less imported 

topsoil required to address the settlement.

Implement for pastures. 

Consider on a case-by-case 

basis for cropland.

L-4

Require final ripping/disking 

combination operation prior to 

topsoil re-spreading

Comment Technical

Ripping to reduce compaction from construction equipment will be beneficial along with disking or other seed bed preparation methods. The 

design team will incorporate this suggestion into the land restoration specifications in consultation with NDSU Soil Science and Ag 

Departments along with the NDSU Research Center in Carrington.

Implement

L-5

Develop operating sideboards 

during times of wet soil 

conditions

Comment Technical

This approach could minimize damage to land from construction equipment, but it would increase risk to Garrison Diversion for claims. With 

extended periods of wet, sloppy conditions during the spring, this could be the basis for significant change orders since the restrictions would 

impact the Contractor’s ability to efficiently execute the work.

Do not implement

L-6

Develop specifications for 

grassland restoration 

separately from crop 

restoration

Comment Technical
The design team agrees that a separate restoration specification for pasture restoration is warranted, and the NDSU Research Center in 

Carrington will be consulted in the development of any associated specifications (see also see Comment L-1).

Implement

L-7
Avoiding a Federal Nexus and 

the USDA
Comment Technical

The design team continues to research this comment. As part of the initial review, we have been unable to locate a publicly available 

database with this information. The USDA might release the data to Garrison Diversion, but landowners would likely need to inform the 

design team if a tract is in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). This should be taken into account when computing crop damage 

reimbursement for each parcel.

Follow up with respective 

agencies to verify if there are 

any impacts.

Fiber / Communication

Land Restoration
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No. Title Savings Performance / Risk Technical or Policy

SUMMARY OF VE ALTERNATIVES AND DESIGN COMMENTS AND DESIGN TEAM RESPONSES

Garrison 

Diversion 

Classification

LAWA TAC 

Approved 

Disposition

Policy Response Technical Team Response 
Alternative VE Team Analysis

L-8
Review pipeline route for WRP 

easements
Comment Technical

The design team continues to research this comment. However, there does not appear to be a publicly available database for this 

information. Landowners would likely need to inform the design team that the parcel is in the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP) easements 

(although the program ended in 2014 and was replaced by the Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (ACEP)).

Follow up with respective 

agencies to verify if there are 

any impacts.

R-1

Revise project elements 

included in Early-Out bid 

package

N/A Reduced Risk Policy Idea under consideration

The short demonstration pipeline project proposed by the VE team is desirable, and the design team will look to incorporate into the project 

plan. The timing of said project will be impacted by available biennium funding and also the necessity of complying with HB 1020 

requirements relative to early-out construction packages.

HB 1020 dependent so do not 

implement.

R-2

Reconsider contract packaging 

to limit to one year 

construction window

Comment Policy Idea under consideration

If contract size remains in the 20- to 28-mile length, it would likely require four working crews if all work must be done in 8 months. The pool 

of qualified contractors for a project of this size (pipe diameter and overall cost) would be limited. Construction and material hauling impacts 

would also need to be closely considered as truck traffic could exceed 300 loads per day. Another consideration would be staffing levels for 

the construction management and field inspection teams.

Do not implement

R-3

Use CMAR procurement for 

select project elements and 

segments

Comment Policy
Already considered in Project Delivery 

Workshop. 

Implement on a case-by-case 

basis. Design-build has been 

discussed for possible use at 

the intake.

R-4
Index bid to the market price 

of steel
Comment Policy Will be considered by the TAC

This idea has merit for reducing 

contractor risk and lowering 

capital cost for Garrison 

Diversion. This idea should be 

revisited 3 months prior to the 

first pipeline advertisement.

R-5
Request tariff waiver for 

Canadian steel
Comment Policy Will be considered by the TAC

Verify if recent US-Mexico-

Canada trade agreement 

resolves the issue of steel 

tariffs between Canada and the 

US and if Canadian steel is used 

by any of the suppliers.

R-6 Use P3 for project delivery Comment Policy
Already considered in Project Delivery 

Workshop. 

Under consideration per the 

Project Delivery Workshop.

R-7
Eliminate hydrostatic testing 

and joint test only
Comment Technical

Joints for steel pipe are single weld at this time. If joint testing is allowed, it would be necessary to double-weld each joint and air test the 

annular space between the welds to verify there is no leakage. Testing of connections to the pipeline would still be necessary. Hydrostatic 

testing of the entire pipeline, on the other hand, provides leak detection of the pipeline in addition to gasketed joints at manways, blow-off 

assemblies, air release assemblies, and other appurtenances.

Do not implement

R-8

Provide discharge release 

measures to capture initial slug 

upon flushing of pipeline

Comment Technical

In order to capture the entire volume of the 167-mile pipeline, a 167+ million gallon storage lagoon would be required to contain this "first 

flush". This equates to a 26-acre pond 20 feet deep at the CVS/DS site. Design team will give further consideration to treatment of test during 

construction prior to discharge.

Do not implement. A small 

maintenance flow will be 

maintained in the pipeline with 

a chlorine residual, and the 

pipeline will also be periodically  

super chlorinated to remove 

any accumulated biofilm. 

Risk Mitigation Alternatives
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No. Title Savings Performance / Risk Technical or Policy

SUMMARY OF VE ALTERNATIVES AND DESIGN COMMENTS AND DESIGN TEAM RESPONSES

Garrison 

Diversion 

Classification

LAWA TAC 

Approved 

Disposition

Policy Response Technical Team Response 
Alternative VE Team Analysis

Performance Attribute Legend VE Strategy 1 - VE Team Selected Alternatives Disposition Legend
M Maintainability H-1 Elevated Water Storage Tank at HBT

O Water Supply Operations H-2 Relocated water treatment and main pump station Do not implement

LRI Land Restoration Impacts A-1 Revise appurtenance spacing

CI Temporary Construction Impacts A-3 Reduce depth of cover

A-4 Reduce height of pipe embedment

VE Study Results T-1/T-2 Reduce diameter at trenchless crossings and assume alternative tunneling methodologies Consider for Implementation

T-3 Combine trenchless construction and pipe installation Upon Further Evaluation

CP-1 Use galvanic anodes

L-1 Require professional soil classifier during construction

R-1 Revise Early-Out projects

R-2 Package contracts to one-year construction windows Implement

After developing the VE alternatives, the VE team reviewed and discussed each alternative and developed a consensus relative to it's 

prioritization for implementation. The prioritization was based on factors that include improved performance, likelihood of 

implementation, cost savings, or any combination thereof.

A VE strategy consisting of the combination of VE alternatives that were deemed the highest in priority was developed. A summary 

of the strategy is provided in this table.
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